
Why Otonomus

Opportunities
The by far easiest way to secure a place in Paradise Tulum is to 
acquire an off-plan property from a reputable developer. 

This ensures an instant appraised value jump upon delivery. Otonomus 
has secured a privileged spot next to Tulum Pueblo where it is building a 
high-end community of just 48 super-exclusive and fully furnished units 
split between studios, and 1- and 2-bedroom units –provided with private 
swimming pools or rooftop solarium.

Otonomus is a one-stop solution to the hospitality industry for all its needs. The company is not only 
building a global chain of next-generation hotels, but also offers its management and operational 
expertise and technology to operators outside the Otonomus chain. The Otonomus framework is 
available as a holistic solution that takes in all aspect of hotel management or as single solutions 
that address a specific area ready for improvement. 

Moreover, to assure a profitable, stress- and trouble-free experience, advanced Otonomus technology 
is included as a standard feature with, among many other features, smart devices pre-installed in 
each apartment. These allow you to manage connected devices remotely and intuitively from a 
tablet or smart phone. For the first time ever, guests are in full control of their environment which 
dynamically responds to all their personal preferences. 

At Otonomus, the proprietary Kee app allows the full automation of the check in and check out process 
and unlocking interconnecting doors upon online payment. 

Bookings are handled by Otonomus as well in a fully transparent fashion which always leaves home-
owners in control of their property. Otonomus Tulum buyers receive rewards redeemable at any of 
the chain’s hotels. 

Otonomus is currently building a globe-spanning chain of premier hotels at prime locations and 
tourist hot spots. Construction of the company’s flagship 300+ room flagship hotel is currently 
underway in Las Vegas
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